Evaluation of dentine damage after root canal preparation with rotary NiTi instruments.
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ABSTRACT
Aim
The aim of this in-vitro study was to investigate the possible damage to root canal dentine during instrumentation with four different nickel-titanium rotary instruments and stainless steel hand files.

Materials and Methods
90 permanent human mandibular molars, each having two mesial canals, were selected for the study. The mesial roots were randomly divided into six groups (n=30), with one group remaining unprepared as the control. The remaining five groups were randomly assigned to one of the nickel-titanium rotary instrumentation systems (Wave One™, ProTaper NEXT™, iRACE™, AT-Race™), and to a stainless steel hand file group. Roots were prepared and segmented at 3mm, 6mm and 9mm. Each segment was studied under stereomicroscope to detect any dentine damage.

Results
Data for the different groups were collected and summarised as percentages. Pairwise comparisons between the groups were done using Fisher’s exact test. There were no significant differences between the four NiTi groups. However, there was a significant difference between the four groups and the stainless steel group (p<0.0001).

Conclusion
Under the conditions of this in-vitro study the use of all NiTi rotary instrumentation systems resulted in dentine damage whereas stainless steel hand instrumentation did not cause dentine damage.

INTRODUCTION
The objective of root canal shaping is to create a continuous taper in the canal with a small diameter at the apical foramen and enlarging to be greatest at the coronal orifice. The original canal shape and curvature are maintained to allow for adequate irrigation and completion of obturation.¹²

Debridement is followed by placement of an effective root canal filling material during obturation and a well-sealed, functional coronal restoration to prevent further entry of bacteria. Debridement on its own will not effect significant clinical reduction in bacterial growth and therefore antibacterial irrigation is an important adjunct to mechanical preparation of the root canal systems.³⁴ The advent of the first nickel-titanium rotary instruments marked a revolution in endodontics, resulting in a shift from hand instrumentation to rotary instrumentation.⁴ Although the use of nickel-titanium instruments allows for reduction of preparation time, centred canals and standardised canals, research has shown that an adverse consequence of rotary nickel-titanium instrumentation may be damage to dentine and the creation of defects in root canal walls,⁵⁶ as a consequence of rotational forces being applied to the root canal walls. These defects can vary from craze lines and microcracks to incomplete and complete fractures in the root canal dentine.⁶⁷

Damage to dentine can be classified as follows:
- No defect- no lines/cracks present in dentine.
- Incomplete crack-presence of a line from canal wall into the dentine but not extending to the outer surface of root.
- Complete crack-presence of a line extending from root canal wall to outer surface of the root.
- Craze lines- presence of lines that do not reach any surface of the root/outer surface of dentine and do not reach the canal wall.³³

During hand instrumentation, less aggressive movement is evident compared with engine operated instruments.³¹ Greater friction is observed between nickel titanium rotary files and root canal walls when compared with hand instrumentation, and thus the greater the amount of dentine removed, the greater the risk of causing dentine damage during instrumentation.⁸ The total volume of dentine removed is greater with rotary instrumentation when compared with hand instrumentation. The use of rotary instrumentation results in a greater incidence of craze lines compared with hand operation.⁷⁶ ⁷⁷

Rotary instrumentation is associated with increased numbers of rotations and the application of rotational force to the root canal walls, which may contribute to dentinal damage and dentine microcrack formation.³²³³ Transitory stress concentrations, caused where the rotary instruments and the root canal dentine make contact, may result in dentinal defects. These stress concentrations may be transmitted through the root to the outer...
specific features of rotary instrumentation and shaping procedures may influence the occurrence of dentine damage and defects. These factors include, amongst others, tip design, design of cutting blade, cross-sectional geometry, tip configuration, taper (constant vs progressive), pitch (constant vs variable) and flute form.\textsuperscript{13,15,18,19} The incidence of dentinal defects may also be associated with the techniques followed in nickel-titanium rotary preparation (reciprocating motion, single instruments, multiple instruments and combination of different techniques).\textsuperscript{15,19} Other factors that may influence dentine damage is the effect of sodium hypochlorite and ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid (EDTA) on root canal dentine during canal debridement and shaping. Sodium hypochlorite may have an effect on dentine mineral content, micro-hardness and flexural strength.\textsuperscript{17,26} Irritants can thus alter surface characteristics of dentine, EDTA is used in endodontics as a chelator, for smear layer removal and increased dentine permeability.\textsuperscript{27} The chelating action of EDTA results in the softening of calcified components of dentine and subsequent decrease in micro-hardness of dentine.\textsuperscript{28}

Recently single file systems as well as NiTi instruments manufactured from M-wire were introduced. ProTaper NEXT and WaveOne are manufactured with M-wire. WaveOne is a single file system, used in reciprocating motion. ProTaper NEXT is used in non-reciprocating motion in an off-centre, which allows for a swapping motion in the canal. iRaCe and BT-Race systems are NiTi instruments used in rotational motion. iRaCe has a triangular cross-section with a rounded safety tip. BT-Race features a booster tip which is designed to allow files to follow curvature in the root without undue stress on instruments and root canal walls, while keeping files centred in the root canal. This study investigated the effect of ProTaper NEXT (PTX), WaveOne (WO), iRaCe (iR) and BT-Race on root canal dentine, when used with 5.25% sodium hypochlorite and 17% EDTA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mandibular molars were obtained from the Oral Surgery and service rendering clinics of the Faculty of Dentistry, University of the Western Cape. The teeth collected for the purposes of this study were extracted for reasons unrelated to the objectives of this study. Prior to commencement of this study, ethical clearance was obtained from the Research Committee of the Faculty of Dentistry, University of the Western Cape (Project number: 13/10/12). Every aspect of this study was conducted in accordance with the ethical and safety guidelines for handling human tissues and conducting laboratory studies, as prescribed by South African law: The Health Professions Act 58 of 1974 (Health Professions Council of South Africa, 2008).

Teeth with severely curved mesial roots were excluded from the study. The external root surfaces of all available teeth were inspected under a stereomicroscope (Nikon SMZ 10) at 12X magnification to identify any external defects or cracks. Teeth with defective roots were rejected. 90 mandibular first molars (180 mesial root canals) were finally selected and stored in distilled water. The crowns of these teeth were removed at the cemento-enamel junction (CEJ) using a diamond disk cutter (Stuers Minimot, 350 µm blade thickness), under water cooling. The distal roots of the teeth were removed. The remaining mesial roots had an approximate length of 11mm. A polyvinyl silicone impression material (President Putty Collene/Whaledent) was used to coat the cemental surface of the roots to simulate the periodontal ligament space and to reasonably mimic the mechanism of stress distribution during debridement.

The total sample was randomly divided into six groups (n=30), with one group receiving no instrumentation and serving as the control group. The remaining five groups were randomly assigned to a NiTi rotary instrumentation system as well as a stainless steel group.

Root segment preparation

The detailed debridement procedure for each system was as follows:

For all groups: canal patency was established with a no. 10 stainless steel K-file (FKG Dentaire™). The working length was set 1mm short of that length. The glide path was established with hand files: numbers 8, 10 and 15 stainless steel K-files (FKG Dentaire™). The canals were irrigated with 5.25% sodium hypochlorite (Proteo Chemicals) during glide path establishment. 17% EDTA (GlydeFile Prep™, Dentsply Maillefer) was used as a lubricant during glide path establishment. After the glide path was established for each sample group, the allocated rotary nickel-titanium system was used for canal debridement. 5.25% sodium hypochlorite and 17% EDTA (GlydeFile Prep™, Dentsply Maillefer) was used as an irrigant and chelator during debridement. Approximately 12ml sodium hypochlorite solution was used per canal. Canals were irrigated with sodium hypochlorite after each file change, and instrument flutes were cleaned on cotton gauze after insertion in canal. The EDTA solution was used after sodium hypochlorite rinse in the canals, usually twice. Patency was confirmed between each file. Sodium hypochlorite was used as the final rinse. The Wave One endo motor and handpiece (Dentsply Maillefer) was used for all canal preparation. All the NiTi rotary sample groups were prepared in rotational motion, except for the Wave One group which was prepared in reciprocation motion. One set of rotary instrument and has an off-centre, Patency was confirmed between each file. Sodium hypochlorite was used as the final rinse. The ProTaper NEXT™ (Dentsply Maillefer) (n=30) The ProTaper NEXT™ X1 Dentsply Maillefer (01707) was used for initial debridement until working length was achieved. Files were brushed with EDTA and maneuvered down the glide path. This was followed by ProTaper NEXT™ X2 (02506) to the working length. After each ProTaper NEXT™ instrument, recapitulation with a no 15 K file was effected. 5.25% sodium hypochlorite and 17% EDTA were used during debridement. Recommended speed: 300 rpm Torque: 2 Ncm

GROUP 2: Wave One™ (Dentsply Maillefer) (n=30) The single file for Wave One™ (Dentsply Maillefer) (01707) was selected accordingly and used to debride until working length was achieved. If a no. 10 K-file moved to length easily, was loose or very loose, a WaveOne™ Primary file (2506) was used. The files were used in up and down movement no more than three to four times, with little force. 5.25% sodium hypochlorite and 17% EDTA was used during debridement, Recapitulation was done with a no 15 K-file. Recommended speed: 300 rpm Torque : 2 Ncm

GROUP 3: BT Race FKG Dentaire (n=30) BT1 (10/08) was used for finalisation of glide path and conservative enlargement of the coronal third. BT2 (35) was used for preparation of the apical third to full working length. BT3 (35/04) was used for final shaping of canals until full working length was reached. 5.25% sodium hypochlorite and 17% EDTA was used during debridement. Instruments were used with a long and gentle pecking motion (3-4 back and forth strokes). Recapitulation was done with a no 15 K-file. Recommended speed: 800 rpm Torque: 1.5 Ncm

GROUP 4: iRaCe™ (FKG Dentaire) (n=30) R1 file (15/08) was used to working length. Thereafter an R2 file (25/04) was used to working length to continue shaping. 5.25% sodium hypochlorite and 17% EDTA were used during debridement. Long back-and-forth strokes with the instrument were applied, with a light touch. Recapitulation was done with a no 15 K-file. Recommended Speed: 600 rpm Torque: 1.5 Ncm

GROUP 5: Stainless steel hand instruments (Dentsply Maillefer) (n=30) All canals were prepared using stainless steel instruments to working length, and recapitulation was effected between each
file. Canals were prepared to a no. 25 stainless steel K-file (Dentsply Maillefer). Once the instrument went to working length, recapitulation was done, followed by the consecutive instrument. 5.25% sodium hypochlorite and 17% EDTA were used during debridement.

GROUP 6: Control group (n=30)
No preparation was carried out in this sample group.

ROOT SECTIONING
The roots in all six groups were sectioned under water cooling at 3, 6, 9mm from the apex, using a diamond disc cutter (350 µm blade thickness) attached to Stueres Minotom. Root segments were then observed under stereomicroscope (Nikon SMZ 10) under 12X magnification and images of each section were captured at 40X using a digital camera (Leica DFC 295). The root segments were kept wet at all times and the stereo microscope examination was done immediately after sectioning of roots.

![Figure 1: Control segment](image)

![Figure 2: Segment with dentine damage](image)

The root segments were evaluated for any defect in the dentine at any level in the segment slice. Defects were categorised as: 'no defect' and 'all other defects'. 'No defect' is defined as dentine devoid of any lines or cracks where both the external root surface and the internal root canal wall had no defects. Other defects included all lines that were observed from the root canal wall to the outer root surface (fractures); as well as any lines that did not reach either the canal lumen or the outer root surface.18

The author and an impartial second observer observed the images.

RESULTS

Statistical analysis
The results were expressed as the number and percentage of dentine damage in each group.
The study had a total sample size of 180, which was divided into six groups, each having 30 samples. Each sample was investigated at three segments; namely 3mm, 6mm and 9mm from the apex. Table 1 shows the incidence, as percentages of each sample of 30, of damage/defect observed in each group.

The control group (n=30) had zero (0) events and the stainless steel group (n=30) also recorded zero (0) events. The BT-Race group (n=30) had 17 events out of the sample, giving a 56.67% incidence of dentine damage/defects. The iRaCe group and the ProTaper NEXT group both had 18 events out of the total sample, giving a 60% incidence of dentine damage/defects. The WaveOne group (n=30) had 17 events out of the total sample, giving a 56.67% incidence of dentine damage/defects. There were no statistically significant differences between the groups: WaveOne, ProTaper NEXT, iRaCe and BT-Race. However, there is a significant difference between the four groups and the stainless steel group (p<0.0001).

![Figure 3: Dentine damage between all 6 groups](image)

DISCUSSION
The purpose of this in vitro study was to investigate the effect of nickel titanium rotary instrumentation on root dentine, by recording the appearance of dentine damage, whether it be a defect, microcrack, crack, craze line or fracture.

The dentine damage observed in this study may be caused by the interaction of four actions on root canal dentine; namely, the mechanical preparation and shaping of canals by the different NiTi rotary systems (each with its own specific features and differences), the chemical attack of the irritants and chelating agents on the root dentine (5.25% sodium hypochlorite and 17% EDTA), the sectioning method of the root segments and the inherent anatomy of the extracted roots.

These aspects are discussed as follows:
In this study, dentine damage was observed in all the teeth which had received nickel titanium rotary instrumentation (Groups WaveOne™, ProTaper NEXT™, iRaCe™, BT-Race™) and not in the stainless steel and control groups, which was not instrumented. This would imply that the sectioning method did not induce dentine damage, so it may be concluded that the dentine damage was likely as a result of the different rotary preparation procedures alone.

The effectiveness of nickel titanium rotary instruments during debridement is influenced by the number of rotations of the instrument in the canal. More rotations are necessary to complete preparation with nickel titanium rotary files as compared with hand instruments.18.22 The greater the number of rotations in the canals, the greater the chance of dentinal defects.18.22 This may explain the lack of dentine damage seen in the stainless steel hand instrument sample group in the present study, which is in agreement with the findings of Bier et al.19 Shemesh et al.20 and Priya et al.21 Hand instrumentation is of a less aggressive nature as compared with
nickel titanium rotary instrumentation. The lack of dentine damage
in the stainless steel hand file group could be attributed to both
the lack of the continuous rotational motion as well as to the
0.02 taper of hand files, when compared with the taper of the
Niti rotary instruments used in the present study. This plausible
explanation is in agreement with additional previous studies,
which also reported no defects with hand instrumentation.13,19
As all Niti rotary instrument groups in this study presented with
dentine damage, rotational force during preparation conceivably
contributed to dentine damage.

In the present study, both rotary and reciprocating motion nickel
titanium instruments resulted in significantly more dentine damage
compared with hand instrumentation (p < 0.0001). This result could
be related to the contact areas between the rotary instrument
and the root dentine. These contacts result in momentary stress
concentrations which could cause dentine damage on the root
dentine surface. Greater contact stress levels are present in
the root canal during NiTi instrumentation, which is influenced
by the mechanical behaviour of files. According to Oicek et al13
and Priya et al19 a greater volume of dentine is removed during

canal preparation with nickel titanium rotary instruments due to


rotational forces, and this may have an effect on the incidence of
dentine damage. The resulting thinner dentine may weaken the
root structure, and there will subsequently be an increased risk of
fracture of roots.18 The results of the present study maintained the
conclusion as described by Shemesh et al. that nickel titanium
rotary instrumentation damages the root dentine.19

The incidence of dentine damage could possibly be connected
with nickel titanium rotary preparation techniques (reciprocating
motion, single instruments, multiple instruments and combination
of different techniques).19 Reciprocating motion allows for a more
centred preparation compared with rotational motion.20 Berutti et
al20 reported that the reciprocating motion of WaveOne aids with
stress release as the file progresses down the canal. NiTi systems
with both reciprocating and rotational motion were investigated in this
study; and both motions resulted in dentine damage, although
no statistical significance was noted between the reciprocal and
rotational systems when looking at the total number of roots with
dentine damage.

With increased rotational speed, greater cutting efficiency is
achieved. Studies by Capar et al.21 showed that increased revolutions
per minute (rpm), 500rpm being compared with 250
rpm, led to a decrease in the forces applied to the canal walls
with the increased speed (rpm). In the current study, no statistical
difference was noted in the amount of associated dentine damage between the
rotary instrumentation using higher rpm (BT-Race™ and iRaCe™ at 800
and 600 rpm respectively) compared with the lower rpm (both
WaveOne™ and ProTaper NEXT™ at 300rpm).

The extent of dentine damage may be influenced by the tip
design, cross-section geometry, constant or progressive taper
type, constant or variable pitch, and flute form.4 The properties
and behaviour of various Nickel-titanium instruments differ
toorsional and bending characteristics, cyclic fatigue and
flexibility. As nickel-titanium rotary instruments have various
design and functional features, different manufacturer’s systems
may influence the effect that these features could have on
dentine.14 Topcuoglu et al.24 stated that nickel titanium rotary files
with greater tapers can thus cause increased friction and stresses
within the canals, compared with hand instrumentation with a 0.02
taper.21 Consequently, the design and taper of the instruments and
the motion of instrumentation were variables considered in the
present study.21

All four groups had dentine damage in the coronal area, and this
observation is in agreement with previous studies by Priya et al.21
In the coronal area (9mm from apex), WaveOne use had produced
a 16.67% incidence of dentine damage, the ProTaper NEXT group
recorded 26.67% dentine damage and the iRaCe and BT-Race
groups were associated with an incidence of 13.33% and 26.67%
respectively.

The dentine damage seen in the samples treated with the ProTaper
NEXT nickel-titanium system was 26.67% in the coronal third, 20%
in the middle third and 13.33% in the apical third. This decrease
from the coronal third to the apical third could be attributed to the
variable taper of the instrument (X1 has 0.04 taper, X2 has 0.06
taper and X3 has 0.07 taper). The ProTaper NEXT files have an off-
centered rectangular cross-section which promotes a swirling motion
in the canal. It decreases taper lock and screw effect. At any given
time only two points of the file’s cross section will make contact with the root canal wall.27 This may be the reason for decreasing damage in root canal from the coronal third to the apical third.

In the BT-Race™ group, 6.67% of dentine damage was noted in
the apical third which may be attributed to the BT2 instrument
having no taper, while BT3 has a taper of 4%. ProTaper NEXT™
has a variable taper as noted above, iRaCe™ has a 4% taper and
WaveOne™ has a taper of 8%. These variations in design may
have contributed to the differences in dentine damage in the apical
third between the different rotary systems.

Rotary instruments with large tapers may cause more complete
and incomplete dentinal cracks.2,21 Decreasing the taper sequence of finishing files increases the strength of the files
but also increases the stiffness at the tip of the instrument and
the larger and more tapers increased the risk of
fracture.23 The taper of rotary files could be a contributing factor
in the generation of cracks due to increased stress concentration
on root canal walls.17,18 Stainless steel files have 0.02 taper and
no rotational force which could contribute to the lack of dentine
damage in the stainless steel group compared with the effects
seen in the Niti rotary instrumentation groups.

The stiffness of a file is related to cross-section, size, taper, method
of manufacture, and material of the instrument.17 The differences
between the instruments tested regarding the incidence of
dentinal damage may be due to the cross-sectional design of the
instruments, which influences the behaviour of the files in the


canal. ProTaper NEXT has a modified rectangular cross-section,
WaveOne has a modified convex triangular cross-section and
both BT-Race and iRaCe have triangular cross-sections.

Both ProTaper NEXT and WaveOne are manufactured with M-wire
to increase strength and resist cyclic fatigue. Any difference in
dentine damage between ProTaper NEXT and WaveOne
with BT-Race and iRaCe at the different segmentation levels could be attributed to the flexibility of the M-wire when compared with nickel titanium.

WaveOne is a single file system and less time is required during
preparation.21 The difference at segmentation levels could be
attributed to a single file used for canal shaping compared with
multiple files used for canal shaping in the ProTaper NEXT, BT-
Race and iRaCe prepreations.

BT-Race features a booster tip which is designed to allow files to
follow curvatures in the root without undue stress on instruments
and root canal walls, while keeping files centred in the root canal.
This allows canals to be instrumented to the correct biological size.
The booster tip may be a possible factor to explain the difference
in apical dentine damage compared with the other sample
groups. iRaCe features a rounded safety tip which allows for canal
centering and guidance in the root canal, which may contribute
towards the explanation of differences between sample groups.

The ability of dentine to resist fracture is an important structural
characteristic, forming a barrier preventing crack propagation from
the enamel.2,23 Thus, any factors that could result in changes to
dentine structure will potentially result in the incidence of dentinal
damage. The use of root canal irrigants and chelating agents in
combination with nickel titanium rotary instrumentation has a
potential effect on root dentine. In this study, sodium hypochlorite
solution at a concentration of 5.25% and 17 EDTA (Glidy™) was
used during root canal debriodement and shaping. Studies have
shown that sodium hypochlorite alters the mechanical properties
and surface characteristics of root canal dentine during canal preparation. A higher concentration of sodium hypochlorite solution enhances efficacy but also significantly reduces the modulus of elasticity and flexural strength of root dentine. The use of sodium hypochlorite as a root canal irrigant is the most common choice during root canal treatment, but the concentration varies according to the clinician's preference. The concentration and contact time of sodium hypochlorite on dentine microhardness is a factor to consider when looking at the effect on dentine, especially in terms of dentinal damage. It is tempting in the clinical situation to use a higher concentration of sodium hypochlorite. Slutzky-Golberg et al. and other workers found a higher concentration of sodium hypochlorite (5.25% and 6%) and increased contact time resulted in a greater decrease in dentine microhardness compared with the effect of a lower concentration. At these higher concentrations a greater decrease of flexural strength has been observed.

Popp et al. used 1% sodium hypochlorite and this limited the effect on dentine, so damage could be ascribed mostly to the mechanical shaping. It can be deduced that an increased concentration of sodium hypochlorite may have an effect on dentine structure and consequently induce dentine damage.

In this study sodium hypochlorite was used at 5, 25% and thus the modulus of elasticity, mineral composition, flexural strength and micro-hardness of dentine could have been influenced by both the irrigant and the chelating agent, which possibly contributed to the dentine damage observed. Although many studies have been conducted to evaluate the dentine damage caused by various instruments, very few have studied the effect of different irrigation solutions on dentine damage. Further investigations are required to evaluate this possibility.

Once root canal debridement is started, a smear layer forms on the root canal wall and the removal of this smear layer contributes to the success of root canal treatment. An irrigation regimen of EDTA and sodium hypochlorite is recommended for complete removal of the smear layer so that both the inorganic and organic components are removed. EDTA is used as a chelator to remove the inorganic component of the smear layer, while sodium hypochlorite removes the organic component. The concentration of EDTA is preferred at 17%. Time of exposure with EDTA also has an effect on the dentine decalcification, so increased exposure will result in greater decalcification of dentine. As chelating agents alter the calcium to phosphorus ratio, there may be an effect on the dentine microstructure. Taneja et al. found that exposure of dentine to a combination of 5,25% sodium hypochlorite and 17% EDTA caused a reduction in dentine microhardness. Bell et al. reported that 17% EDTA also resulted in increased stresses in root dentine which may contribute to the risk of fracture. The current study relied on the same combination and concentration of sodium hypochlorite and EDTA, and although dentine microhardness was not investigated, it is clear that the effect may have been associated with the use of EDTA alone.

CONCLUSION

Within the confines of the present study, the following can be concluded:
1. Even though this in vitro study did not reproduce the complete clinical scenario, it confirmed that all the NITI rotary instrumentation systems studied resulted in dentine damage to varying degrees.
2. Stainless steel instrumentation did not result in dentine damage.
3. Differences were found between NITI rotary systems with regard to the amount of dentine damage and also in relation to the specific third of the root (apical, middle or coronal) affected.
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